
Dear fellow members of the NSP 
It is an honor to have been chosen as a candidate for the 2020/21 Board of Directors Elections. 
Being a patroller for the past 10 years has been one of the most rewarding and valuable 
experiences of my lifetime. Now, having the opportunity to represent all my fellow patrollers as 
a member of the Board, I'm excited to take what I've learned over the years and plug-in my 
career expertise to add even more value to our already incredible organization. I'm going to keep 
my campaign platform very simple. If elected, my primary objective will focus on modernizing 
the technology practices of the NSP. With over 25 years working as a Senior Manager/Director 
working with technology companies such as Yahoo, Google, and Amazon, I currently hold a role 
as a Senior Director/Manager for one of the most capable technology companies in the country. 
My primary role focuses on both high-level and deep-dive assessments of current technology 
practices and working with companies to help them find a better way to use software, agile 
engineering, microservices, website/mobile applications, e-commerce, cloud/cloud migration, 
online education resource building, social media/ social media marketing, SEO, data analytics, to 
name a few. (See www.Kenzan.com for context). I'm confident my experience with the NSP as a 
Senior Pro Patroller, married with my many years as a Technology Consultant/Senior Director 
will allow the NSP to leverage my position as a Board Member and take our organization to the 
next level. With the above stated, I will also leverage my experience in networking and 
partnership relations to drive campaigns to sign more partners to the NSP Partnership page. I'll 
focus the relationship on providing value to the company as a "friend of the NSP" while 
leveraging the relationship for fundraising and deeper discounts and offerings to our members. 
While I hope to have described my primary focus and objectives above, I also plan on plugging 
in my passion and love for the NSP into many causes including supporting continuing education, 
promoting online resources, reviewing current and ongoing policies and procedures and working 
with all of you to ensure we are growing in the right direction. While I come from the East Coast 
and currently spending my time in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado, we are all one Patrol! I 
look forward to doing my absolute best to represent each and every Patrol and Patroller and offer 
my availability to talk with each and every patroller should you have an idea, question, or 
concern. Again, thank you for your time, consideration, and support.  
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